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The purpose of this study was to

examine , fran a phonological and

norphological point of view, two-year old children's utterances of final
/s/ and final /z/ in singular
The subjects were

(CVC) and plural (CVCC) forms .

32 two-year old children who attended day-care
13 males and 19 females, ranging in age fran 2 6

centers.

There were

nonths to

3 6 nonths, with an average age o f 2 9 nonths.

In a 16 item test, each of the 32 children named eight singular

{

nouns

(/b11s/, /haus/, /fers/, /ma.us/, /nouz/, /t iz/, /rouz/, /hous/)

and eight plural
/bedz/, /dJgz/)

nouns (/kfips/, /haets/, /k�ks/, /soJ<s/, /b::>lz/, /gt\nz/,

ending in /s/ and /z/.

The utterances of final /s/ and

/z/ were studied for differences in production.
tive

The number of distinc

and descriptive features that had been used correctly were analyzed

for each utterance with /s/ and /z/ in different norphological contexts

{CVC, CVCC).

The number of correct features were also canpiled for

each singular {CVC) and plural (CVCC) response .
'J\.;Q--year old children in this study:
1.

Uttered final /s/ correctly in
/z/ correctly in

54% of 256 responses and final

2% of the 256 responses.

Since the only

feature difference between /s/ and /z/ is the voicing el ement,
the results imply that the added feature of voicing reduced the

mean number of correct /z/ utterances as defined by the distinc
tive

2.

and descriptive features used in this study .

Uttered correct final /s/ nore frequently than correct final /z/
regardless of the norphological environment .
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3.

Used alternate phonerres that closely approximated the distinc
tive and descriptive features for /s/ and /z/, when /s/ and
/z/ appeared too difficult to produce .
tution for /s/ was

18/.

was dentalization, /RI .
also employed

The m::>st carrcon substi-·

The m::>st frequently occurring distortion
The descriptive feature

@atera.IJ was

to describe distortions, hc:Mever no occurrences of

lateralization were heard for /s/ or /z/ utterances .

4.

Produced singular word responses
than plural word responses

5.

(aTC)

correctly nor e often

(CVCC).

Displayed m::>rphological patterns of pluralization in the absence
of correct phonological systems .

The consistent superiority of correct /s/ utterances over correct /z/
utterances substantiated the phonological patterns reported in the litera
ture for older children, however, the results contradict the frequent
assumption that final /s/ and /z/ are not acquired until children are of
school age .
The ability to produce plural inflections was also reported in the
literature as being a skill acquired by preschool and grade school child
ren.

The results have shown that children as ·young as two-years old had

the ability

to express plurality .

Therefore, the results of this study

suggested that the phonological and m::>rphological skills of children are

in the process of developnent prior to the previously reported ages of
five through seven years .
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A PHONOiffiICAL AND M:>RPHOiffiICAL ANALYSIS OF

'IW'.)-YEAR OID CHILDREN' S UTI'ERANCES OF FINAL
/S/ AND /Z/ IN NOUNS
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Children develop a corrmunication system equal to the highly
structured language of adults .

However , in the early stages of lang

uage aCXJUisition , children often say a number of words differently fran
adults.

Are

these different utterances such as jhauj/ and /haut/ for

/haus/ merely rand.an errors on the child's part or are they the result of
systematic processes?
Smith ( 197 3 ) reports that there is not always a one-to-one corres
pondence between words in the child ' s phonological system and those in
the adult system .

For example , the adult /s/ may be differentially

treated by children as :
sun

� //\n/

mice

) /mait/

whistle � /wibu/

sock� /gok/

These cases deoonstrate the canplexity of the relationship between
adult and child forms .

Great interest in these relationships was

stimulated by the advent of transformational gramnar in the 19 5 0's and

by the extensive examination of generative phonology by American linguists ,

1
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Noam Chansky and Morris Halle ( 19 6 8 ) .

(1976 ) , a noted l ingui s t, wrote "A major task of the

David Ingram
chil d ' s

acquisition of language is to keep the form of d i f ferent words

separatE..=>d" (p. 119 ) .

That is , if the child is trying to s ay the words

"food" and "foot" , he needs to show in his spc.-ech that these are separate

words .

Jakobson ( 19 68 ) contend s that children learn contrasts and not

just individual sounds.

This theory has increased the interest in univer

sal. deve l opnental phonology.
Menyuk

( 19 7 2 ) su gges ted that it would not be advi sable to discuss

the child's acquisition of sound sequences without di scu ss ing his acqui
sition and

developnent of the grammar of his language also .

Kelleher and Klich

Panagos,

( 1 9 7 7 ) invest igated the influences of syntax, word

type (rronosyllabic and di syllabic ) and word position variables on conso
Statistical te st ing confirmed that the syntax

nant articulation.
word type

variables significantly affected the accuracy of the children's

consonant productions .

It appears that th es e

phonology and language are

or

and

not there is a direct

to be proven .

suggestions imply that

closely related in their developnent .

Whether

relationship between these two processes has yet

However Winitz (19 6 9 ) has reported that in

SOJ:OO

cases,

children exhibit an inability to produce correct /s/ or /z/ which may
affect gramnatical
producing plurals

forms, especially plurality.

Children's attempts at

with /s/ and /z/ may result in articulatory errors

such as /kA p/ for /kA ps/ .
Berko ' s ( 19 5 8 ) inves tigative study of rrorphological inflections in
preschool and kindergarten children became the forarost re fere nce on
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rrorphological develoµnent.

Her basic assumption was that if a child

could inflect a word which he had never heard before, then he would
shCM that he knew the correct linguistic principle by generalizing the
use of that inflection; for example, "This is a tor.
another one.

There are two of them.

There are

two

NCM there is

----. "

(torz) .

Many studies have since been directed in the area of rrorphology using
a "Berka-Type Test" (Dever, 197 2 , Graves and Koziol, 1971 and Selby, 1972 ) .
The results of these studies indicated similar findings in that children
master the process of pluralization by the age of seven.

HCMever, these

latter studies also indicated that children tended to perfonn plural
ization tasks with a higher degree of success with lexical items than
with nonsense items.
One critical concern of the past studies is that many investigators
have failed to consider the existence or nonexsistence of certain phono
logical rules that are involved in pluralization.

Graves and Koziol (1971)

presented the follCMing guidelines for pluralization:
1.

The allarorph /s/ is appropriate for nouns ending in the
voiceless consonants

2.

-C� t-hoe tsJ.

The allarorph /z/ is appropriate for nouns ending in vCMels,
semivCMels or voiced consonants -Cpaien-pae,nz""].

3.

The allarorph /I z/ is appropriate for nouns ending in the
fricatives or affricates

Sane

of the research

in

-[tJ� &-tj;,. t( :tz ].

the area of rrorphology has also included

descriptive observations on phonological patterns.

Bellamy ( 1 9 7 0) found

that sibilance appeared to be associated with plurality for children.
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Nicely (19 7 5 ) states that it has been generally hypothesized that a
child does not master clusters until he can correctly produce a particular
sound such as Is/ in a consonant-vowel environment.

Although much

attention is placed on initial /s/ clusters as in "spoon", not nearly
enough investigations are directed towards the clusters that are produced
in utterances of plural fonns such as "bikes-4'/baiks/" which contains

the cluster /ks/.
Ingram (197 6 ) states that cluster reduction is a
the early stages of phonological developnent.

carm::m

process in

This process allows the

child to simplify the cluster of consonants usually by deleting one of
These deletions in :rrost cases are not randcm but often

the consonants.

shCM predictable patterns.

If this process affects initial clusters as

in "stop---} /tqp/" it can be hypothesized that this same process could
apply to clusters such as "caps--) /k&ep/ or /kaes/".
It has been observed by Oller (19 7 3 ) that one of the characteristics
of child phonology is that of simplification.

iV.hile cluster reduction is

the result of simplification, so is the process of final consonant
deletion (sock --7 sG\:), which is ccmronly viewed in children two-three
years of age.

Final consonant deletions and cluster reductions reveal

the child's preference for the CV syllable shape.
says

[bal�

and

The fact that a child

[dt(g� instead of "blue" and "dog" also reveals the

child's preference for the CV syllable shape over the more ccrnplex eve
or cva::. syllable shapes. Simplification may be one stage in acquiring
the full adult phonological inventory.

If the phonological process of

simplification allCMs the child to emit final consonants, is the

5

develoµrent of pluralization contingent upon the mastery of final /s/
and /z/?
Robert Grider ( 1977 ) investigated the use of plural endings for
sane

contexts in three and four year old children.

were quite revealing.

The conclusions

When alternate phonemes were scored as correct,

as well as the correct phoneme, children appeared to display a great
deal of rrorphological canpetence.

This indicated that a child's phono

logical developnent ma.y not be the

same

Ha.vever, this study did not report the
obtained pluralization.

as his rrorphological develoµnent.

manner

in which these children

If phonological contrasts are viewed in terms

of learning to distinguish features, it could be hypothesized that
children use a similar system of contrasts_to discriminate between
singular and plural nouns.

Even if children have not mastered the

phonemes needed to express plurality, children may attempt to produce
features that are similar to those heard in adult modc;ls.
a child may substitute a /{j/ for /s/ in jbt\s/.

For example,

Shriner and Miner (1968 )

attempted to control for phonological deficiences by accepting /(}/ for
/s/.
if

It appears that greater controls are needed to consider what affect

any, phonological developnent has on rrorphological develoµnent.
Weiss and Lillywhite ( 1 9 7 6 ) eontend that the greatest period of

phonological and grarmiatical growth occurs during the second and third
years of life.

Since two and three-year old children are in a period of

optinrum phonological and rrorphological developnent, the analysis of
final /s/ and /z/ utterances in singular and plural nouns should be
investigated with these children.

To date, the research on pluralization
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has focus ed on children three� to five years of age .

Perhaps the key

to understanding both phonological and :rrorphological develo:pnent i s to
investigate the two processes toyether at a period when develoµnent is
just beginn ing .

Hypotheses

1.

There is no significant difference between the utterances o f final
/s/ and /z/ in either singular (eve) or plural (evCC) forms among
two-year old chi ldren.

2.

There is no significant difference in :rrorphological perfo:rniance
between singular (CVC) and plural (evcc) contexts among two-year
old children.

Research Questions

1.

Do two-year old children follow the same phonological and :rrorpho
logical develoµnent order as children who

2.

are

older?

What are the phonological systems of children who appear to be
inconsistent in their utterances of final /s/ and /z/ in a eve and
evcc environment?

3.

What are the morphological patterns of children who appear to be
inconsistent in their utterances of final /s/ and /z/ in a eve and
evcc environment?

4.

Are :rrorphological patterns of two-year old children contingent upon
the develo:pnent of phonological patterns?

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Weiss and Lillywhite ( 1976} report that language usage for a
child of 2 4 m:mths includes up to 270 words and 2 5 different phonemes.
The two-year old child talks in two-to-three word sentences and averages
By 3 6 months, the vocabulary has

75 words per hour during free play.

increased to 9 0 0 words in sentences averaging fran three-to-four words
in

length.

The child can now produce 170 words per hour as he begins to

use plurals, express needs and ask questions.
syllables such as
three and

"

bed "

and

four syllables.

"mama"

The words with one

or

two

occur more frequently than words with

Nouns and verbs appear to daninate the child's

vocabulary during the first four years of life.

Plurals and the concepts

of past and future begin to occur around three years of age.

Al though

errors of speech production and syntax will be present for the 24- 3 6
month old child, speech should be intelligible and he/she should be able
to produce simple declarative sentences.
Ingram ( 1976} contends that during the age period of 18 months to
four-years when many words are incorrectly produced, there are several
simplifying processes that affect entire classes of sounds.
processes can be described as:

These

final consonant deletion which occurs
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when a child reduces words to a basic consonant-vo.vel (CV) syllable .
This reduction is accanplished through the deletion of final consonants,
the deletion of unstressed syllables and the reduction of clusters .
Assimilatory processes take place when one sound becanes similar or is
influenced by another sound in a word .
the assimilation
and vowel .

can

Regarding eve or CVCC shapes,

occur between consonants and between a consonant

Devoicing final consonants i s often apparent .

Any or all of the above processes may appear in a child's speech
simultaneously .

So when a two-year old child fails to produce or is

inconsistent in his utterance of a phoneme, certain processes and phono
logical rules may be operating .

A child' s utterances are not haphazard

but are truly the result of systema.tic processes .
Wellman (1931) published infonnation on the articulation of 2 0 4
children wh o attended preschool.

Unfortunately, only 15 of the subj ects

were actually two-year olds, who had slightly higher than average IQ
scores on the Stanford-Binet IQ Test .

Wellman set the criterion for

correct production of a particular sound at 7 5 % .

That is, 75% of all

the children tested had to produce a particular sound correctly before
it was considered learned .

A s a result, the

earliest

age recorded for

phonem= mastery was three.
Poole (1934 ) studied 140 preschool children and their ability to
articulate 23 consonants .

The children ranged in age fran two-years

and five-rronths to eight-years and five-rronths .

test was administered.

A

62 item, single word

Poole elicited the responses by requesting the

children to name obj ects, pictures and answer questions .

The criterion
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stated that 100% of all the children tested had to articulate a parti
cular sound correctly before it was considered to be mastered .

The

earliest age recorded for sound mastery was three-years and five-months .
Templin ( 1957 ) investigated the articulatory responses of 240
females and 240 males , ranging in age fran three to eight .

The criterion

for correct phoneme mastery was set at 75% as the Wellman ( 1 9 3 1 ) study
was .
as

Consonants such as /m/ and /p/ appeared to be mastered as early

three years of age while other sounds such as

;e;

and /z/ were

mastered as late as six or seven years of age .
Winitz

( 19 6 9 ) discussed the results of the above findings and

reported the greatest age discrepancy to be between the phonemes /f/ ,
/r/ , /s/ , /1/ and /z/ .

He concluded that in view of these studies ,

phoneme developnent is correlated with age in that sane sounds are
mastered earlier than others and most sounds are produced correctly by
eight years of age .

He further concluded that the voicing feature often

separates cognates by at least two years .
Sander ( 1972) states that it is possible to distinguish at least
three earlier develoµnental stages before the final stage of sound

mastery is achieved by children as reported by Wellman ( 1 9 3 1 ) , Poole (19 3 4 )
and Templin (1957 ) .

These stages include 1) age of first appearance of

the sound form , 2 ) age of earliest correct articulation in wurds and

3) age of customary production .

Sander discussed customary production

as the point when a child produces a sound correctly more often than he
produces it incorrectly .
According to Ternplin's study ( 19 57) the /s/ was produced by 50% of
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the subjects at age three; however because the criterion of sound
mastery was placed at 7 5% , the age placement of /s/ was delayed until
the four-year and five-rronth age level.
It appears that Sander's ( 19 7 2 ) description of custanary production
has led many to look at the develoµnental stages that lead to the complete
mastery of speech and language skills.
Weiss and Lillywhite (1976) have reported that children begin to
use plurals by 3 6 rronths of age.

This suggestion does not necessarily

indicate complete mastery by this age.

It is generally accepted that

during the first four years of life, many speech and language errors
are made in an attempt to achieve a consistent, correct adult fonn of
carmunication.

The processes that occur prior to complete mastery of

the plural marker involve an understanding of the number concept and
the ability to use the rrorpheme system to express pluralization.

The

rules for inflection as indicators of plural nt.nnber are defined by
Graves and Koziol ( 1971 ) :
For regular nouns ending in the voiceless consonants /-p, -t,

-k, -f and -S / the allomorph /s/ is appropriate; for nouns
ending in the sibilants /-s, - z , - f and - .J/ or affricates /-tf

-a3 I the allanorph /J:.. z/ is appropriate and for nouns ending in
any other consonant, vowel or semivowel, the allomorph /z/ is
appropriate (p. 1167 ) .
The ability of a child to articulate the necessary sound that is
the accepted adult fonn for pluralization, appears to mark the final
stage of acquisition.

If Sander's ( 19 7 2 ) rrodel of custanary production

holds true for phoneme acquisition, could the same rrodel be applied to
rrorphological inflections /s/ and /z/?
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Interest in rrorphological developnent has increased since the
Berka based her use of nonsense syllables

1958 study by Jean Berka.

on the hypothesis that if a child correctly supplied an inflection for
a real word stimulus, the result may be due to parroting a fonn which
was

rrarorized

Therefore she argued that to detennine the

as a whole.

mastery of rrorphological skills, nonsense syllables should be used in
a test environment.
The hypothesis of this investigation stated that if a child could
inflect a vvord which he had never heard before, he would show that he
knew the correct linguistic principle by generalizing the use of that
To

inflection.

prove

this

hypothesis, 2 7 picture cards depicting

objects and cartoon-like characters of

men

perfonning various actions

were presented to 12 adults to establish expected responses for the
children.

A total of 80 children enrolled in preschool programs partic

pated as subjects.

The examiner presented each child with a picture and

a description of the card.

To elicit a plural inflection, this type of

statement was read, "This is a wug.
II

two

Now there is another one.

There are

The child received a correct score if he said "wugs".

The utterances were considered correct

only if the correct /s/ and

/z/ were produced indicating pluralization.
The

nonsense

test measured the child's usage of noun pluralization,

third person present tense, past tense, possessive, canparative and
superlative adjectives.

The results of the noun pluralization test

revealed that the sex of the children was not a significant factor in
their ability to prcxluce plural fonns.

Children at the preschool and
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first grade level were able to generate the plural fonns /s/ and /z/
onto nonsense words but encountered greater difficulty with the /z/
fonn.
The use of nonsense syllables was questioned by Dever (1972) in
his study using a revision of Berko's test as a prediction of correct
or incorrect free speech fonns in educable mentally retarded children.
The conclusions suggested that the real lexical test stimuli were
slightly better as predictors of errors in free speech than were the
corresp:mding nonsense stimuli.

However, the test responses fran both

stimuli proved insignificant for predicting errors in free speech fonns.
It

can

be said that the revised version of Berko's test of morphology

did not predict the occurrence or nonoccurr ence of errors in the free
speech of mentally retarded children.
Ervin's (196 4 ) investigative study of two-year old children's speech
suggests that children employ the plural suffix with some consistency
with familar words before generalizing the plural suffix to new words.
Thus between the time when the child contrasted "block"
and "blocks" and the time when he said that two things
called "bik" and "biks", there was a small but reliable
gap of about two weeks. For "car" and "boy" and the analo
gus "kie", the gap was about six weeks. In all cases - "pud",
"bik", "tass" and "bunge", the new contrast appeared later
than the contrasts the children had heard (p. 174 ) .
Smith (1973 ) has also observed the generalizing process in children.
When

a child learns to pronounce canbinations of new sounds, the child

inrnediately utilizes them correctly in all relevant words rather than
adding

the sounds piecemeal to each word in attempts to merrorize or

imitate what he hears repeatedly.
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It would appear fran the research that the controversy involving
nonsense syllables is not solved.

However the research does infer that

unfarnilar words to the child's environment may result in later application
of :rrorphological endings, especially in a test situation.

Precaution

should be taken when choosing test stimuli.
Numerous studies have been conducted on preschool and primary grade
level children which indicate that by school age or shortly after,
children have mastered the ability to produce the plural fonns /s/ and
/z/.

These results refer to the upper age limits of canplete mastery.

Relatively few studies have investigated children younger than three
years of age nor the stages of :rrorphological inflection prior to
ccnplete mastery.
Newfield and Schlanger (196 8) investigated the acquisition of
English :rrorphology by 30 educable mentally retarded children and 30
nonnal children.

A list of lexicon words was phonologically and :rrorpho

logically paralled to the nonsense words by Berka.

The mean chronolog

ical age of the normal subjects was six-years and ten-:rronths.

The

perfor:mance of the normal subjects revealed they were able to correctly
produce the /z/ with farnilar fonns in 99% of the lexicon words sampled.
The application of the /z/ to unfarnilar fonns showed a slight decrease.
The /s/ plural form was not tested.
Shriner and Miner (19 68) compared two groups of preschool age
children, 25 culturally disadvantaged and 25 culturally advantaged in
their ability to apply :rrorphological rules to unfarnilar fonns.
� age of the subjects was four-years and four-rronths.

The

No signifi

cant difference was found between the groups regarding their ability
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to use plural forms .

It was interesting to note that alternate phonemes

were accepted as correct responses . If a child had a sound substitution
/fl/ for /s/ for example , the substitution was considered correct at the
morphological level even though it was incorrect at the phonological
level .

Qnissions of the items under study were considered indicators

of an inability to use the morphological system to express pluralization .
Berke's test did not allow for delayed phonological developnent .
The question arises then , is the developnent of morphological skills
directly dependent on phonological acquisition?

Smith (197 3 ) presents

a case study of his son , Amhal fran 25 months to the age of four years .
Regarding the use of singular and plural forms ending in /s/ and /z/ ,
Smith found that by Stage 9 (two-years -189 days to two-years-196 days)
items such as "nose" and "cheese" were produced without the final
consonant .

Ho.vever by Stage 14,

(two-years-247 days to two-years-256

days) words ending in a vo.vel had appropriate

plural

endings .

.Mono

syllabic words ending in a consonant such as "dog" were not pluralized .
This pattern suggests that the consonant-vo.vel-consonant structure is
pluralized later than the consonant-vo.vel fo:rm .

According to Jakobson

(1968) , this progression would be natural since children appear to
acquire the consonant-vo.vel form before the consonant-vo.vel-consonant
form.

It may be that in the early developnental stages of speech and

language acquisition , the production of morphological inflections may be
partially conditioned by phonological rules .
Selby (1972) used "Berko's Wug Test" to investigate the developnent
of morphological rules in children aged four to fourteen years old .
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Within this age range, the morphological inflections that were testerl
shCMerl a steady irrprovercent as age increaserl.

The results also revealerl

that the test effectively reached its ceiling at al:x:>ut age twelve, while

·

satisfactorily presenting evidence that four-year old children had the
ability to express morphological inflections.

The four-year old child

ren were included in the lowest age group, consisting of children
three-years and five-months to four-years and five-months.

These child

ren achieved a mean score of 57% for correct plural responses.

Selby

suggested that this type of test for children younger than three 'WOuld
be

inadvisable since scores for the correct plural forms /s/ and /z/

would be below a 50% average.

In other 'WOrds, children younger than

three would produce plural forms incorrectly more often than they would
produce these forms correctly.
forms

In this study, children produced plural

more frequently than any other morphological inflections.

Selby

discussed the possibility that phonological maturation may have accoun
ted

for the lCM morphology scores of the four-year old children.

� ures

No

were taken in the study to allCM for any phonological delay.

There is an apparent need to investigate phonological maturation and

its' relationship to morphological inflections in children younger than
four-years of age.
E.
of her

Ruth

two-year old daughter, Ruth.

used 3 2 1 'WOrds.

such
of

C. Hills (1914 ) published a series of observations on the speech
During the periods of observation,

The majority of 'WOrds consisted of ccmron nouns

as "cake" and "hat".

Ruth had no plural forms, with the exception

the irregular "feet" and "teeth".

Ruth did well without the inflec

tional /s/ or /z/ to express plurality by using the cardinal numeral "two".
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Phonologically, /s/ was emitted or substituted by

If!

in the final

position in singular nouns such as house� /haul and dress -7 /deJ/ .
The inability to produce final consonants appears to suggest that
phonological developnent must expand before IrOrphological markers
are mastered .

This sample of speech does not provide evidence to

suggest that the production of /s/ and /z/ sotll1d s are necessary to
understand the concept of plurality .
Coffman (197 5 ) investigated the receptive and expressive plliralization skills of 25 three-year old children and found their performances
to be significantly higher on the expressive portion of the test than
Further analysis revealed no statistically

on the receptive portion .

significant difference between the inflections on /s/, / z/ and I I z/
test items.

On expressive pluralization, the children scored 100% on

the /z/ inflection, 98% on the /s/ inflection and 8 1% on the /-z_z/
inflection .

Although only six items were tested for notll1 pluralization,

the criteria allowed for rorrect productions, phoneme distortions and
sound substitutions .

The criteria allowed the subj ects several IrOre

chances for producing an acceptable answer, thus increasing the probability for increased total correct scores .

Coffman's use of alternate

phonemes as indicators of :rrorphological inflections is a great step
tcmard understanding :rrorphological developnent in children yotll1ger than
five or seven years of age .
irethod

(cups )

[: Here is a cup .

:J

Coffman's use of a "Berke-Type" elicitation

Here is anothe one .

Now there are two

___

may have accolll1ted for higher expressive scores for plurali-

zation than receptive scores .
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Cazden (196 5 ) reported an increased :percentage of correct responses
for pluralization when accanpained by noun-m:xlifiers or semantic and
�yntactic cues. Braine (1963) contended that children use acoustic cues
frem semantic and

zations".

8yntactic productions

to form "contextual generali-

Contextual generalizations are similar to phonological

generalizations in that once a rule is learned, children then apply it
to other relevant situations.
A criticism of Berko's test and other related research involves the

I'l'k:!thod of elicitation used by the examiners.

Verbal cues such as verb

agreement markers "are" and "is" and noun m:xlifiers such as "there are
two of them" may produce a parroted response which the child has retained
fran repeated auditory presentations in his environment.

A true measure

I'l'k:!Ilt of internalization of plural inflections could be evidenced by the
expression of the correct form by viewing pictures with "rrore than one"
object.

The child would then show knowledge of pluralization without

having been provided the numer ical indicator.
If tests of rrorphology were designed to measure the mastery of such
skills, then all attempts should be made to eliminate any variables that
may influence the responses of children in expressing plural inflections.

There are other methods of elicitation such as free speech samples,
however, many have found this method to involve an extensive arrount of
til'l'k:!; rrore til'l'k:! than was available to collect and analyze all of the
utterances of a given child.
Moskowitz (1970 ) examined the phonological structures of three-year
old

children.

'J:\.x>

of the speech samples were taken fran the corpus in
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Albright and Albright (1956) and Leopold (1939-40) .

The third analysis

was obtained by Mosko.vitz based on the speech sample collected on
August 5 , 196 8.

.Mosko.vitz found that in general , consonants are less

stable in final positions than either initial or medial positions .
While anissions occur in the final position frequently , substitutions
are the rule rather than the exception for the initial position .
The first subject , Mackie, was 26 rronths old at the time of recording .
The corpus consisted of 232 utterances.
mastering the continuant sounds .
cauplete mastery was /s/ .

Mackie was in the process of

The only continuant that evidenced

In canparison, /z/ was not stable .

Only half

of the total number of /z/ utterances were correctly voiced .
The second child, Hildegard was two-years old .
English and German at hane .
about 200 words .

Hildegard heard both

Her speech sample contained a vocabulary of

In the final position , voiceless phonemes

frequently than voiced phonemes .

occur r ed

rrore

When Hildegard had a voicing contrast,

it was characterized by an aspiration of air following the voiceless final
consonant .
The third child, Erica was also two-years old .
was fairly large consisting of 526 utterances .
for Erica to prcxluce .

The speech sample

Voicing was difficult

All fricatives appeared to suffer fran her inabil

ity to maintain the articulators in as finely adj usted position as is
required .

The articulation of /s/ was varied along a continuum fran

dental to palate-alveolar .

Erica had the same problems of fine tongue

adjust:m;:mts with the /z/

with /s/ but there was also the additional

problem of voicing .

as
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Gallagher and Shriner (1975a) have investigated the inconsistent
prcxluctions of /s/ and /z/ in the spontaneous speech of

no:rmal

children.

The results suggested that rrotor sequencing, consonant position and
syllable length contributed significantly to consistent productions of
/s/ and /z/.

I.a.ter studies by Gallagher and Shriner (1975b) concluded

that the type of consonant or VCMel following /s/ and /z/ had a greater
influence on correct prcxluction than the type of consonant or vCMel pre
ceeding the /s/ and /z/.

In other words, right-to-left coarticulation

affected the prcxluction of /s/ and /z/ rrore than left-to-right coarti
culation.
Spriestersbach and Curtis (1951) have reported that individuals
who misarticulated sounds inconsistently, do so in an organized rather
than a randcm

manner .

They state that the inconsistencies can be attri

buted in part at least, to the phonetic context in which the sound occurs.
McDonald (1964) concurred with Spriesterbach and Curtis concerning
the importance of phonetic context by developing a deep test of articula
tion for a detailed testing of any defective sound.
Schneider (1973) posed the question "Do significantly statistical
differences exist between singles (individual consonants) and blends for
the

mean

percentage of correct prcxluctions?"

The results indicated that

for blend contexts such as /ts/, /ks/, 58% of the time the /s/ was pro
duced correctly as opposed to /rs/ with49% and /ps/ with 36 % accurate
/s/ prcxluctions.

For singles, the test st:imuli included various vCMels

preceeding /s/.

The rrost difficult vowel-consonant canbination was /aus/

prcxlucing correct /s/ prcxluctions 38% of the time.

The highest ranking
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vowel-consonant canbination was
tions 60% of the tine.

/:J-r:s/,

producing correct /s/ produc

These conclusions show that sane phonetic

contexts may facilitate correct /s/ productions.
Substantial research has indicated that children acquire and use
a fully developed phonological and rrorphological system by the age of
eight.

Although children as young as three show the ability

to

express

intelligible phonological utterances and the rrorphological inflection of
plurality, few studies have

been directed toward the beginning stages

of phonological and rrorphological develoµnent.
The research that has been previously reviewed discusses phonology
and rrorphology independent of each other, even though both processes
appear

to

begin and end their develop:nent at similar age levels.

Results

fran the data presented suggest a possible relationship between these
two areas, however , no investigation has examined two-year old children's
utterances in relation to both phonological and rrorphological processes.

CHAPIER III

PR<XEDURES

Subjects
One group of 32 subjects , each of whan met the follo.ving criteria ,
served as subjects .

Each child :

1.

Lived in East-Central Illinois.

2.

Had a chronological age frcm 24-36 rronths .

3.

Spoke only American English .

4.

Had no apparent organic ananalies of the speech and hearing
mechanism such as cerebral palsy , cleft palate , or hearing
impairment .

5.

Had parental or guardian written :permission to participate
in this study (Appendix A)

•

Stimuli
Pictorial representations of cormon nouns were selected to elicit
final /s/ and /z/ in nouns .

The nouns that were selected are words

that are typically found in the vocabularies of American two-year old
children as well as words that were found to be easily identified by
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three-year old children in an investigation by Grider (1977) .

Singular

nouns consisted of a eve syllable structure , while plural nouns consisted
of a CVCC syllable structure .
The test consisted of 16

pictures which were divided into the follON-

ing four categories:

CV-/s/

CV-/z/

/bAs/
/haus/
/fe-r.s/
/maus/

bus
house
face
rocmse

/nouz/
/tfiz/
/rouz/
jhouz/

CVC-/z/

CVC-/s/
cups
hats
cakes
socks

nose
cheese
rose
hose

/kAps/
/hae.ts/
/ke:i:k s/
/sqks/

balls
guns
beds
dogs

/b�lz/
/gAnz/
/bEdz/
/d:>gz/

Performance Measuremen ts
Each of the subjects ' responses was tape recorded and transcribed
in narrON phonetic transcription during the experimental session .
Follo.ving the experimental session , the tape recording was used to
re-evaluate the original transcription .
The utterances of final /s/ and /z/ in singular and plural nouns
were measured by the total number of correct distinctive and descriptive features produced .

The correct production of /s/ and /z/ was

defined in this study as follo.vs:
/s/
anterior
coronal
+ strident
- voice
+ alveolar
- lateral
+

+

/z/
+ anterior
+ coronal
+ strident
+ voice
+ alveolar
- lateral

-
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These features as Chansky and Halle (1968) state, are sufficient
to distinguish between different phoneme productions.

These sets of
'IWo

features however, do not allow descriptions of sound distortions.
ccmron

distortions are 1 ) dentalization in which the air stream is direc-

ted toward the teeth instead of the alveolar ridge, and 2 ) lateralization

in which the air is directed toward the sides of the m:mth.
tive features

G_:°�1veo1c::J

and

The descrip

[�lateral \ were added to the set of

distinctive features to indicate the correct production of final /s/
and /z/.

These features described ho.v closely the children approxlinated

the target phonemes.
Pilot Study
Five two-year old children served as subj ects for the pilot study
conducted in February, 1978 .

The pilot study was conducted to note any

problems in the procedural rrethods.
two-years and six-rronths.

The rrean age of the subj ects was

The amount of sound substitutions greatly

outweighted the number of emissions .

Various phonemes such as

/t/ were heard as substitutions for /s/.
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However with /z/, there

and

was

a

consistent substitution of /s/ for /z/ in both OlC and OlCC contexts.
As expected, the children had scme difficulty in naming singular

nouns ending in /z/.

According to Griffith and Miner (1973 ) , there are

only a few nouns ending in /z/ that are among the 10 , 000 rrost frequently
occuring words in the vocabulary of children in the first and second
grades.

Unfamilarity with the

narre s

of the pictures decreased the amount

of possible correct features for /s/ and /z/ utterances in OlC and Oler.
environments.

A

training session prior to the experirrental session
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was designed to decrease the occurrences of "no response" due to
unfamilarity with the names of the test items.

Training Session
The subjects were seen by the investigator approximately one week
prior to the experimental session to establish rapport arid to familarize
the children with the names of the pictures that were presented during
the experimental session.

Only productions of final /s/ and /z/ were

being tested, not the childrens' knCMledge of ccmron nouns.

The train

ing session aided in decreasing the number of incorrect responses due to
a child's unfamiliarity with the name for a picture.

The inability to

name the picture does not necessarily indicate an inability to produce
final /s/ and /z/ in singular and plural nouns.
The examiner named the picture and in turn asked the child "What do

you see in this picture?"

If the child responded, then another picture

was presented until all of the 16 pictures were named .

If the child did

not respond with the appropriate name of a picture, the examiner then
repeated the name of the particular picture three times and asked the

child to imitate the name of the picture.

The responses of the training

session were not scored or taped recorded.

Experimental Session
F.quipnent
An audio recording of the entire experimental session was made with

each child.

A Wollensak Tape Recorder, Model

wore a lavalier microphone.

1500 was used.

The subjects
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Verbal Directives
The following directions were read to each child before the administration of the test items :
"You are going to see sare pictures.

the names of rrost of the pictures.

You will know
I want you to tell

me what you see in each picture. "
Directions were repeated if necessary.

The children received encourage

ment and praise for their cooperation.

Scoring
The children named the pictures in response to the question, "What
do you see in this picture?"

Cazden (196 8 ) has reported that children

often utilize syntactic markers or cues such as " one", "these" or "those"
to express pluralization.

No noun rrodifiers or verbs that indicate

"rrore than one" to the children were used.

The presentation of the
If

test items were randanized to control for the effects of learning.

no response was given on a particular test item, the examiner told the

child the name of the picture by saying, "dogs, I see the dogs".

The

picture was then put aside and presented two pictures later to eliminate
the possibility of direct .imitation of the final /s/ or /z/.

Upon the

second presentation of the unknown item, if the child still did not
respond with the correct name, the item was scored as "no response".
The child then received zero points for correct distinctive and descrip
tive features for that item.

If the child failed to respond to five or

rrore items, that child was excluded fran the sample population.

The

following gives an example of the scoring procedure used in this study :
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/roz/

Child ' s utterance :

/ro

"f /

/z/
--!

+ anterior
+ coronal
+ strident
+ voice
+ alveolar
- lateral

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
0
1
0
1

Total number of
correct features :

7

5

(See Appendix B)

Data Analysis
Data were analyzed according to the statistical procedure of a
randomized block factorial design (Kirk , 196 8 ) .

The related samples

were 32 blocks of same subjects with 16 observations per subj ect for a

total of 512 observations .
Block

01-/s/

01C-/s/

01-/z/

CVC-/z/

1
2
3

32
An analysis of variance was employed to indicate

if differences am:mg

distinctive and descriptive feature means were by chance or if there
were significant differences with the alpha level set at . 01.

CHAPrER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

T'ne subjects ranged in age from 26 months to 36 months.

The

mean age wa s two-years and five-months and the median age was twoyears and seven-months.

All of the subjects selected attended day-

care centers in the corrmunities of Mattoon and Charleston, Illinois.
There were 13 boys and 19 girls.
English.

All 3 2 sub j ects spoke only American

None of the subj ects had noticeable or reported organic anomal

ies of the speech and hearing mechanism.

Each of the 3 2 subj ects was

given a 16 item test consisting of singular and plural noW1S ending in
/s/ or /z/.

Results :

To determine significant differences be�-wecn the utterances o f /s/
and /z/ in either singular or plural forms and between the morphological
contexts , 0JC and 0JCC, among two-year old children, an analysis of
variance for a randomized block factorial design was done (Kirk , 196 8 ) .
The data for these treatment analyses are sumna.r ized in Table 1.

There

was a statistically significant difference at the . 0 1 level of confidence
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between phonological utterances and between rrorphological contexts .
Table 1 . Surrmary of results of a two-factor randomized block factorial
analysis of variance evaluating differences in the mean number of
distinctive and descriptive features between phonological utterances
and between singular and plural contexts .

Sums of
Squares

Df

Mean
Squares

F Ratio

892 . 56

1

8 9 2 . 56

28 . 81*

1 , 4 8 5 . 15

1

1 , 4 85 . 15

47 . 93*

1 2 . 48

1

12 . 4 8

Blocks

6 , 2 89 . 47

31

202 . 89

Residual

2 , 8 81 . 3 5

93

30 . 98

11 , 560 . 97

127

Source of
Variation
Phonological Utterances
Morphological Contexts
Phonological Utterances
and .r-Drphological Contexts

Total

*p

. 40

< . 01
There was a significant difference in the number of correct distinc-

tive and descriptive features be�ween /s/ and /z/ utterances among the
two-year old subj ects .

There was also a significant difference noted

between eve contexts and cvcc contexts .

Thus the null hypotheses "There

is no significant difference between the utterances of /s/ and /z/ in
either singular

(CVC) or plural (CVCC) forms arrong two-year old children"

and " There is no significant difference between the utterances of

singular (CVC ) and plural (CVCC) contexts among two-year old children"
were rej ected .
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Phonological Results :
As can be seen in Table 2, there was a significant difference in

the number of correct distinctive and descriptive features between
/s/ utterances and between /z/ utterances .

The differences found

between these phonological utterances were observed in eve contexts
as

well as in CVC£ contexts .

Table 2. Simple Main Effects for the distinctive and descriptive
features for /s/ and for /z/ in singular and plural contexts .

Source of
Variation

Sums of
Squares

Df

Mean
Squares

F Ratio

Phonological Utterances
in eve contexts

5 58 . 14

1

558 . 14

18 . 0 1*

Phonological Utterances in
in cvee contexts

346 . 89

1

346 . 89

11 . 19*

Residual

2, 8 8 1 . 3 5

93

30 . 98

Total

3 , 78 6 . 38

95

*p ( . 0 1

Discussion
Overall , the mean number of correct distinctive and descriptive
features for /s/ was greater than the rrean number of correct distinctive
and descriptive features for /z/ , regardless of the rrorphological
contexts ( figure 1 ) .
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Figure L

Mean number of correct distinctive and descriptive

features for /s/ and /z/ utterances .
/s/
/z/

-

\

t

J

These two-year old subj ects displayed phonological patterns
similar to the results obtained in Berko ' s study (195 8 ) of noun pluralization .

Children at the preschool and first grade level were able to

produce a correct /s/ for plural forms, but encountered greater difficulty with the plural for:ms that required a correct /z/ .
Earlier studies on phonological develoµnent have generally agreed
that

scree

sounds are mastered earlier than others (Wellman , 19 3 1 , Poole ,

1934 , and Terrpl in, 1957 ) .

findings .

The present investigation concurs with previous

There were significantly greater occurrences of /s/ utterances
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than there were of /z/ utterances , implying that /s/

emer ges

prior to

/z/ .
The most current nonna.tive data indicates that /s/ and /z/ beg in to
emerge at three years and four years respectively (Sander , 197 2 ) .

Until

Sander's report on articulatory acquisition , /s/ and /z/ were usually
classified among the later sounds to be acquired by older children ,
However , this investigation has

ranging in age fran five to seven .

sho.vn that there are tv.u-year old children who can produce correct /s/
and /z/ utterances.

Out of a total of 256 responses , 54 % of the responses

included correct /s/ utterances .

Out of 256 responses that required

correct /z/ utterances , only 2% of the responses were correct /z/ utter
ances .

This agrees with the previous mentioned studies that /z/ was

mastered later than /s/ .
Since the only feature difference between /s/ and /z/ is the voicing
element , the results also suggest that the added feature of voicing re
duced the mean number of correct /z/ utterances as defined by the distinc
tive and descriptive features as previously discussed .
substitution for /z/ utterances was /s/ .

The most corrrcon

This phonological pattern of

devoicing , as described by Ingram ( 19 7 6 ) is a general simplification
process present during the age period of 18 months to four-years .

These

two-year old children consistently displayed the pattern of devoicing
regardless of phonetic environmen t .

.M'.:>rphological Results :
Further analysis revealed statistically significant differences at
the . 01 level of confidence between singular and plural contexts among
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two-year old children. Table 3 suggests that there was a significant
difference between morphological contexts with /s/ utterances and a
difference between morphological contexts with /z/ utterances.

Table 3 .
Simple Main Effects for morphological contexts with /s/
utterances and /z/ utterances.

Sums of
Squares

Df

Mean
Squares

F Ratio

Morphological contexts
with /s/ utterances

8 84 . 44

1

8 8 4 . 44

2 8 . 54*

Morphological contexts
with /z/ utterances

612 . 56

1

6 12 . 56

19 . 77*

Residual

2 , 8 8 1. 35

93

30 . 98

Total

4 , 378 . 3 5

95

Source of
Variation

*p

( . 01

As Figure 2 indicates , singular fonns

(CVC ) with /s/ utterances

had a higher mean number of distinctive and descriptive features than
plural fonns (CVCC ) with /s/ utterances.

Simi lar results were observed

for morphological contexts with /z/ utterances.
with / z/ had a higher

mean

Singular forms (CVC )

number of correct distinctive and descriptive

features than plural fonns (CVCC ) with /z/.
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Figure 2 .

MorpholOCJical variation with /s/ utterances and /z/
utterances .
25

X - /s/
x

0 - /z/

20

0.
15

J

10

5

eve

-singular-

cvcc

-plur�l-

Discussion
The impact of the difference between singular and plural fonns with
/s/ utterances and /z/ utterances is reinforced by Smi th ' s (197 3 )
longitudinal analysis o f his son ' s phonolQCJical rule system.

Smith

observed that words of a eve structure were easier for his son to produce than words of a CVCC structure .

In the situation where a singular

word such as /nouz/ contains a va.vel preceeded by /z/ , the /z/ was uttered
correctly nore often than a plural word such as /d e> gz/ in which a consonant preceeded the /z/ .

Singular forms (CVC ) were produced correctly

nore often than plural fonns (CVC'C ) in both this study and Smith ' s .
There was also an apparent difference in the number of correct '
responses between norpholOCJical contexts when only correct /s/ and /z/
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utterances were accepted and when alternate phonemes were accepted .
As indicated in Figure 3, there was a difference between correct /s/

and /z/ resJX>nses and between alternate phoneme resJX>nses for singular
and plural forrns .

Out of a total of 256 resJX>nses for singular (CVC )

forrns , 33% were correct and out o f 256 resJX>nses for plural (CVCC ) forrns ,
23% were correct .

HONever when the responses for singular and plural

forrns were recorded with alternate phonemes as well as the target phonemes ,
a dramatic increase was noted in the number of correct resJX>nses for
both singular and plural forrns .

Figure 3 .

Differences between correct /s/ and /z/ resJX>nses and alter
nate phoneme responses for singular (CVC ) forms and plural
(CVCC ) forrns .
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Oller (197 3 ) reported that in the early years of phonological
develoµnent , a significant number of children ' s responses resulted in
cluster reduction .

The children in this study also exhibited a prefer

ence for a less ccmplex syllable shape .

As evidenced in Figure 3 ,

singular (CVC ) fonns appeared more frequently for these two-year olds
than plural (CVCC) fonns .
When the process of phonological simplification occurred , the morpho
logical rules of pluralization were influenced slightly .

In s ingular

contexts only 6% of the /s/ utterances were anitted while emis sions of
/s/ for plural contexts increased to 3 4 % .
between morphological contexts with /z/ .
anitted 14% of the time .
increased to 4 4 % .

Similar patterns were observed
In singular contexts , /z/ was

In plural contexts , the number of /z/ ariissions

So that plural fonns such as /J<Aps/ became /k.Ap/ as

a result of cluster reduction .

Most often fkA.P81 was a typical response

with alternate phonemes chosen in place of /s/ or /z/ .

Rarely was the

syllable structure of singular test items reduced , jbl\s/-t /bl\/ .

Further

descriptions of phonological and morphological patterns are discussed in
the following research questions .

Research Questions
1.

Do two-year old children follaw the s ame phonological and morpho

logical developrrent order as children who are older?

2.

What are the phonological systems of children who appear

to be inconsistent in their utterances of final /s/ and /z/ in a
eve and CVCC environment?
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3.

What are the norphological patterns of

children who · appear

to be inconsistent in their utterances of final /s/ and /z/
in a 0.JC and 0.JCC environment?
4.

Are norphological patterns of tvx:>-year old children contingent upon
the developnent of phonological patterns?

Several phonological and m:>rphological studies have been conducted
with children ranging in age fran three-years to eight-years old
(Newfield and Schlanger , 196 8 , Shriner and Miner , 1968 and Schneider ,
197 3 ) .

However , relatively fE!;i! investigators have studied the early

develoµnental processes that exist before phonological and morphological
skills are mastered and judged in that
adults .

manner

defined as correct by

This investigation has looked at two-year old children ' s per

formances on tasks involving phonological and m::>rphological processing .
The patterns displayed by older children as in the studies previously
mentioned , were also observed in these two-year old subj ects .
There were several simplifying processes observed with two-year olds
just as it has been reported with children up to four-years of age { Ingram ,
1976 and Oller , 197 3 } .

Winitz ( 196 9 } reported that the voicing feature

often separates cognates by at least two years .

Previous articulatory

investigations {Poole , 1934 and Templin , 1957 } have consistently shown
that /s/ is acquired before its voiced cognate /z/ .

The responses of

the two-year old children were similar to the resr�.1nses of older children
as evidenced by a greater number of correct distinctive and descriptive
features for /s/ than for /z/ .
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A total of seven features defined a correct /s/ or /z/ for the

purposes of this study .

Fifty-four percent of the total responses

( singular and plural) were actually correct /s/ utterances .

A maj or

decrease was noted for the /z/ phoneme with only 2% of the total
responses recorded as correct /z/ utterances .

HCMever , a significant

increase for both /s/ and /z/ was observed when alternate phonemes were
recorded as acceptable responses , along with correct /s/ and /z/ utterances .

When the alternate phoneme was considered along with the correct

target phoneme , the total number of /s/ responses increased to 8 0 % ,
while the total number of /z/ responses increased to 70% ( figure 4 ) .
Figure 4 .

Correct responses for /s/ and /z/ utterances .
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The number of alternate phonemes for the target phonemes , greatly
outweighted the number of omissions of the target phonemes .
carrron

substitution for /s/ was

;g;.

The most

This phonological pattern was also

observed in older children who had inconsistent occurrences of /s/
(Shriner and Miner , 1968 and Coffman , 197 5 ) .
ing distortion was dentalization , / s/ .
n

The most frequently occurr

The descriptive feature

was also employed to describe distortions , however no

l.:_1ater�

occurrences

of

lateralization were heard for /s/ or /z/ utterances .
In the case of /z/ utterances , these two-year old children exhibited
a consistent substitution of /s/ for /z/ due to the prevalent process of
devoicing .

However , Hodson ' s ( 19 7 5 ) study reported that three-year old

children did not encounter difficulty with the voicing feature .

In

this study , there were no instances of voiced phonemes chosen by the
subj ects for voiceless phonemes .

It is generally agreed upon that child

ren most often substitute voiced phonemes for voiced phonemes and voice

less phonemes for voiceless phonemes ( Ingram, 1976 and Oller , 197 3 ) .
The alternate phonemes chosen for /s/ were all voiceless .

The alternate

phonemes uttered for /z/ were unvoiced the majority of the time .
was a voiced alternate heard for /z/ .

Ra.rely

The only alternate phoneme pro

duced was /d/ , which occurred only in the eve contexts such as /nouz/�
/noud/ .

There were frequent occurrences of prolongations or diphthong

ization of VONels on singular items .
The presence of an alternate phoneme chosen by the subj ects suggested
that the ability to express the morphological inflection of plurality
was not contingent upon the mastery of a mature phonological system.
Various morphological patterns were observed in children who appeared to
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be inconsistent in their utterances of /s/ and /z/ in singular and plural

forms .

According to Figure 5 , when only the target phoneme was accepted

4 6 % of the plural /s/ items were correct and 1% of the plural /z/ items

were correct .

However , when an alternate phoneme plus the correct utter

ance was accepted , the occurrences of pluralized items increased to 66%
for /s/ and 55% for /z/ .

As

discussed throughout the investigation , /z/

is phonologically and morphologically produced less than /s/ .
Although there were more /s/ plural responses than /z/ responses as
Figure 5 indicates , the subj ects exhibited significant knowledge of the
morphological plural markers to express plurality .

However , if only the

target phoneme was considered and not the alternate phoneme , it would
appear as though the morphological rule system for pluralization was not
developed by these two-year old children .
Overall , while correct /s/ utterances were produced more often than
correct /z/ utterances , and while singular nouns appeared to be easier
than plural nouns , a significant number of subj ects did not produce the
0/CC plural forms phonologically correct but instead added the numerical
suffix " two " indicating pluralization such as " two dog" .

Apparently

phonological delay did not affect children ' s ability to understand the
concept of plurality and express it .
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Figure 5 .

The phonological and rrorphological performances of two-year
old children in singular and plural nouns
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Implication for Future Research
While two-year old chi ldren derronstrated the ability to produce
correct /s/ and /z/ utterances in singular and plural nouns , the
literature implies that these skills are not present until children
are much older .

It may be wise to examine carefully the utterances of

children who display a delay in rrorphological skills .

If these children

are not producing the expected , correct phoneme for rrorphological inflec
tions , the possibi lity exists that there may be a phonological delay and
the child may be producing alternate phonemes ( substitutions or distor
tions ) or noun rrodifiers to express inflections .

It has further been

suggested that phonetic context may be a variable in facilitating
correct utterances of final /s/ and /z/ .

Studies need to be directed

toward differences in phonetic environment such as varying the conson
ants ( front vs . back) or vowels (high vs . lON) .
Also /s/ and /z/ have always been classified as two of the later
acquired sounds , but this investigation has shONn that these two-year olds
produced a correct /s/ , 54% of the time .

The children had :rrore diffi

culty in prcxlucing correct /z/ , as evidenced in a decrease to 2% .

Perhaps

the present age norms assigned to phonares should be re-evaluated and
up-dated , as Sander ( 197 2 ) presented the rrost recent asses sment of articu
latory acquisition.

CHAPI'ER V
SUMMARY

This investigation concerned two-year old children ' s utterances in

singular (CVC ) and plural (CVCC ) fonns .

A phonological and morphological

analysis was obtained through a randomized block design .

There were 3 2

subj ects , 13 males and 19 females , ranging i n age from 26 months to 36
months , with an average age of 2 9 months .
In the 16 item test , each of the 32 children named eight singular
nouns (/b/\s/ , jhaus/ , /fezs/ , /ma.us/ , /nouz/ , /tf iz/ , /rouz/ , /houz/)
and eight plural nouns (/k1'ps/ , /h<>e ts/ , /kexks/ , /�s/ , /balz/ , /gN:J.z/ ,
/b £ dz/ , /d:> gz/) ending in /s/ and /z/ .

The nouns that were selected are

words typically found in the vocabularies of American two-year old child
ren as well as words .that were found to be easily identified by three

year old children in an investigation by Grider (1977 ) .

Singular nouns

consisted of a eve syllabl e structure , while plural nouns consisted of
a CVCC syllable structure .

Since it has been observed that children possess individual phono
logical systems , distinctive and descriptive features were employed to

describe the natural phonological and morphological patterns of individual
children ' s utterances of /s/ and /z/ .
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The utterances of /s/ and /z/
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were studied for differences in production .

The number of distinctive

and descriptive features that had been used correctly were then analyzed
for each utterance with /s/ and /z/ in different rrorphological contexts
(CVC , CVCC ) .

Distinctive features distinguish different phonemes and

descriptive features describe distortions .
The number of C'Orrect distinctive and descriptive features were
caapiled for each singular (CVC) and plural (CVCC ) response .

These

features also described alternate phonemes used by the children as
substitutions for /s/ and /z/ .
The following results were obtained :
1.

When distinctive and descriptive features were used to distin
guish different phonernes and describe distortions , the number
of C'Orrect /s/ utterances statistically differed between the
number of C'Orrect /z/ utterances .

These two-year old children

produced correct /s/ 54% of the time on 256 responses .

This is

a remarkable finding since it is generally accepted that /s/
is one of the rrost d ifficult phonemes to produce and not mastered
until age five or seven .

It was also found that these two-year

old children followed similar phonological patterns as older
children .

That is , only 2 % of the 256 /z/ responses were reC'Ord

ed as C'Orrect /z/ utterances .

Since the only feature differ

ence between /s/ and /z/ is the voicing element , the results
imply that the added feature of voicing reduced the

mean

number

of correct /z/ utterances as defined by the distinctive and .
descriptive features used in this study .

'Ihis large difference
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between /s/ and /z/ arrong two-year old children substantiates

what has been generally agreed upon for older children , /s/
emerges

2.

before /z/ .

The occurrence of correct /s/ was greater than the occurrence
of correct /z/ whether the utterance occurred in a singular

(CVC ) or plural (CVCC ) context .

Apparently , different rrorpho-

logical contexts did not change the phonological progression
of /s/ or /z/ .

It was found that /s/ occurred rrore frequently

than /z/ in singular forms as well as

in plural forms .

Thus , if a child could not produce /s/ as in /bA.s/ , generally
a phonane was chosen that closely approxima.ted the distinctive
and descriptive features for /s/ .
for /s/ was /()/ .

The rrost ccmron substitution

This phonological pattern is also observed in

older children who exhibit inconsistent occurrences of /s/ .
The rrost frequently occurring distortion was dentalization , /s/
.
n
The descriptive feature

C:1aterall was

also employed to describe

distortions , ho.vever no occurrences of lateralization was heard
for /s/ or /z/ utterances .
3.

Singular (CVC ) contexts and plural (CVCC ) contexts differed
statistically arrong two-year old children .

Singular words

such as /f e:IS/ appeared easier for these two-year olds than
plural words such as /ha€ts/ .

The children who produced singu-

lar forms rrore frequently than plural forms indicated a prefer-

ence for a less complex syllable shape .

Although these two-year
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olds were also in the process of phonological develoµnen.t ,

singular forms still appeared to be rrore of an established
pattern even when alternate phonemes were accepted to alloo for
any phonological delay .

The fact that these two-year olds

produced rrore alternate phonemes than anissions for /s/ and
/z/ , strongly suggests that children of this age can express
plurality even though phonological rules influence their ability
to produce the expected , correct /s/ or /z/ .

4.

The develoµnent of rrorphological patterns
the develoµnent of phonological patterns .

was

not contingent on

This remarkable

finding is best illustrated by the fact that when only correct
/z/ was accepted for plural forms , 1% of the plural /z/ items
were correct .
as

However , when alternate phonemes

were recorded

well as correct / z/ , 55% of the total plural /z/ items were

correct .

Even when these two-year old children could not supply

alternate phonemes , they were still able to understand the cov
cept of plurality and express it on items such as " two dog" and
" two cup" .

This investigation has succeeded in providing statistical infonnation
on the relationship between phonological systems and rrorphological

patterns arrong two-year old children which past studies have failed to
describe adequately .
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APPENDIX A

PARENTAL PERMISSION FORM
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PARENTAL PERMISSION FORM

I hereby give consent for my child to serve as a subj ect in a
research proj ect conducted by Janice Brewer , a candidate for a Master ' s
Degree in Speech Pathology at Eastern Illinois University , Charleston ,
Illinois .

This study is to investigate the production of /s/ and /z/

sounds in singular and plural nouns as in the 'WOrds , "bus " , " dogs" and
"beds" .

I understand that my child will be requested to name pictures

and that her/his responses will be tape recorded for evaluation at a
lat�r time .

At no time will the child ' s name be used , either in the

study or in later discussions , and no renrnreration will be given to
the examiner for this study .

I understand that this is not a speech class , a speech diagnostic
evaluation or speech therapy .

---,.���-=---�,-----,--��

�����

has my consent to participate in

(name of child)

in the above research proj ect .

(Birthdate)

(School )

(Physical Condition)
(Parent ' s Signature )

(Date)
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APPENDIX B
EXPERIMENTAL TEST SCORING FORM
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